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Famed Water Finder
Appears With Roberts
By George Whitbeck
"Henry Gross and His Dowsing. Rod" will be the topic of the evening as famed novelist Kenneth Roberts holds forth in the chapel
tomorrow night. The subject of one of Mr. Roberts' recent books,
Henry Gross himself will be present for the talk.
Roberts first became interested
in water dowsing several years ago.
Annoyed by the failure of welldiggers to find water on his estate,
at Kenncbunkport, be invited
Gross down to try to find water by
dowsing. Dowsing, incidentally, is a
means some people have ol finding
water by walking along the ground
with a forked stick outstretched
The stick bends down violently over
s clear vein of water.

Parr, Gordon,
Thurber Elected
Phi Beta Kappas

In May. 19S2.

particular type of rod. In fact, Gross
Roberts is frank to say that he is
can find water successfully with puzzled by the whole thing. Howany type of wood and even with ever, be is MIIC that the answer
corset stays.
does not lie in extra-sensory perception.
Dowses From Maps

Roberts then invited Gross down
to Bermuda to dowse on the spot
to verify his findings over the map.
Gross came and found that on the
spot dowsing checked with the map
in three cases, but that in the
'ourth, the water would be polluted.
Digging was begun in the three
spots Gross had said there would
be water, and sure enough, water
was found at all three places. Analysis of the water found that it was

By Sy Coopersmith

outstanding seniors will take place

Interested in Gross' work, Roberts watched him in many other
dowsing jobs around the State. The
author found that wherever Gross'
instructions for digging the well
were followed; a vein of pure water
Kenneth Roberts
was always found. Only if the diggers used bulldozers or dynamite,
methods which Gross says blocks as pure as Poland Spring water.
the veins, would they fail to find
Gross states that his dowsing
water.
power trace "domes" of water from
deep in the earth's crust. From
Finds Depth Also
these "domes," he finds the veins
During his acquaintance with Mr.
of water which run near the surRoberts, Gross, who is always exface. By dowsing, Mr. Gross can
perimenting with new ideas, found
also tell the amount of water passthat his dowsing rod would tell not
ing through the vein per minute.
only the position of the water vein,
Tries
Mineral Dowsing
■ut also its depth. Gross accomplishes this by asking the rod vaRecently, he has taken up huntrious depths, ainl at the correct ing for minerals by dowsing, and
number, the rod obligingly dips.
has been fairly accurate. Howe ver,
According to a Life Magazine his accuracy on minerals is not to
article on Henry Gross' work, this V' compared with his record on
champion dowser does not med a water.

By Subscription

WVBC Airs First
Broadcast Friday
Ruth Parr. Clifford Gordon, and
Arthur Thurber have been elected
to the Phi Beta Kappa Society this
semester. The general election for

Gross, who is a game warden by
profession, immediately found several veins of clear water, enough
so that Roberts could make up a
sizable pond on his land.

Another experiment of Mr. Gi 'Oss,
that of dowsing for water over a
map, caused what is probably his
'uost famous exploit to date. When
Roberts was travelling in Bermuda,
be noted the fact that the island
bad no wells of pure water. He
em a large map of Bermuda to
Maine and asked Gross to see if he
could find water by using the map.
dross checked four spots on the
nap where his rod had found water
and sent the map back.
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Ruth, who lives in Cynwood. Pa.,
has maintained a 4.00 quality point
ratio Since she entered Bates. She
is doing honors work in her major
field. English, and is an assistant
in the department. She is an active
member of the Robinson Players
and is Copy Editor for the STUDENT.
Gordon comes from W'indham.
Last year he received a co-schoiarship for being the highest ranking
male student in his class. He is doing honors work in physics as well
as being an assistant in the department. Gordon is president of the
Jordan-Ramsdell Society and is a
student representative on the extracurricular activities committee. Last
year he was well known as the
manager of "Pericles" Pappas in
the mayoralty campaign.
Thurber, who is Tom North Vassalboro. is doing honors work in
philosophy. I.a-; year bis wife, Jane
Osborne Thurber, was elected to
the Phi Beta Kap;>a Society. Thurber. who spent his sophomore year
studying at Colby College, is prominent in Christian Association work
and iv planning to attend Yale Divinity School next year.

The first radio station in the history of Bates College will inaugurate its campus broadcasting activities Friday night at 9 p.m.
The station's executive commit1
tee has been working for the open- l'-r. Constance Flowers. Richard
ing of station WVBC since last Melville. Herbert Dowse, Barbara
Furbish, -and Don?Id Gochuerg.
pring,
The disc jockeys will be John
A two hour schedule Friday
ni rhl features music and news Blake, Patricia Heldman, Helen*
from 9-11 p.m. Ahlen Pakner Armento, Kenneth Griswold, WalI - the show with a world news ler Stover, David Howie. Cynthia
Kav . lack Eisner, Harry Meline,
broadcast from 9-9:15.
I-'. 'lowing the news Donald Slur- Stanley Patterson. Robert Rubinman present- "Bandstand." At 9:30 -•c in. Larch Poxor., Anthony OrRichard Ehrenfeld will be featured landella, Donald Sherman. Richard
on "Stairway to the Stars." a fif- Khrcnfeld. Allan Pospisel. Boris
Davenport, Martha Schoman, Franteen minute music show.
Alan Pospisel will conduct a hill- ces Cook, and Bruce Chandler.

billy show until 10.
Classical Music Show
William Goodreau presents a
half hour program of classical
music from 10-10:30. At 10:30
Martha Schoman is master of ceremonies on "Show-Time U.S.A."
and the evening's program will he
concluded with Dwight Harvie and
the news for five minutes until 11.
The organization of the radio
staff is near completion. The board
of directors is made up of Bruce
Chandler, station manager: Jane
Bower, program director: Robert
Atkins, business manager; Robert
Williams and William Stevens,
rhief technicians: .Miss Martha
Murrell, faculty advisor.
Variety Of Shows
Jane Bower heads the program
commit'ee and his as her as'istant
Robert Rubinstein. The program
staff is made up of newscasters.
sportscasters, announce rs, disc jockeys, and individual variety show
M C.-s.
The newscasters will be- Dwight
Birthday Tea
Harvii and Mden Palmer. The
Phi Beta Kappa is a society for • ports staff, headed by Willii
the recognition of eminent scholar- Eveleth,
will
include
Roger
ship. It was founded at Williams- Schmutz and Stephen Bradeen.
(Continued on page eight)
Spot announcers are Rob Mil-

Kenneth Roberts himself needs
iittle introduction. He is be >i known
for his historical novels dealing
with the early days of our country.
The titles "Arundcl." "Rabble In
Arms," '"Oliver VViswcll." and
The first of the popular Outing
• N'ortjiwcst Passage" are known
Club
sponsored social events will be
to millions.
» roller skate Saturday. Nov. 3. Fun
Roberts' interest in his native for drag or s'tag will be the order
state of Maine has resulted in of the evening at the Fair Grounds.
volumes on this state, among them
The buses wi'l leave from in
"Trending Into Maine."
front of Rand Hall at 7:30. Tickets
A graduate of Cornell in 1908, will be sold for 50 cents by the
Roberts served as a captain in the dorm representatives this week.
Intelligence Service for the Siberian Tickets will also be available at the
Expedition in the first world war. door, but the price will be 60 cents.
Previous to taking up novel-writing
Alan Glass. BOC president, is
as a career, Mr. Roberts worked hoping for a big turnout to
in the newspaper field on the Bos- start off the year. Transportation,
ton Post and in the magazine field rink fee. and a share of bumps and
with the Saturday F.vcning Post.
fun are all included in the
Professor Whitbeck will intio- fee. Since a scarcity of people reducc the speaker. The conference sulted in a loss last year, the Outis scheduled for 7:30 and a question ing Club wants a big crowd Saturperiod will follow.
day night.

First O C Skate
On November 3

Classical Disc Jockeys
Disc jockeys who will specialize
in classical music are Jean Chapman. Paul Nichols, Wayne Finegar,
John Rippey, Harold Kytc, and
William Goodreau.
Other weekly shows will include
a personal aippearance broadcast,
conducted by Janet Collier, and a
variety show with F.arl Onquc and
Edward Luke. Robert Cagenello
will present a musical "combo" and
guc-t -tars on his show. Richard
Trenholm will direct a world government show. Jean Marie Lcnirc will
do a weekly broadcast on campus
"chatter," a mrvey and comments
on campus events.
Staff Includes
The staff writers are Virginia
Kic 111. Constance Wood. Cynthia

Parsons,

Sylvia

Hanson,

Joan

.'■reen and Roger Cogger. Stanley
Patterson is the head engineer and
i as as assistants Larch Poxon,
Bruce Chandler, and William Eveleth.
Robert Atkins, business manager,
lias a long list of co-workers. John
Houhoulis will do the bill checking,
while Nancy I.eland and Marilyn
Win-low are "chasing record-."
(Continued on page eight)

At The Maine Rally

Leading cheers in front of the bonfire. (See story, page 2)
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Brazil's Rhythms Resound Allen Discusses "Salaam"Replaces "Air
As Dance Group Gyrates U.S. Magazines Raid" In Haze Day Rules
By Ruth Russell
Brazilian atmosphere tilled the
Alumni Gym last night as IS students from the University of Brazil
presented a program of rhythms
with percussion instruments, and
folklore and modern dance.

Frederick L. Allen, Harper's edilike ballet. In interpreting poetry, tor, described the growth and presfor example, the South Americans ent-day role of the periodical to last
follow the flow of the words, rather week's audience at the Modern
Literature Conference.
than plaving up the accents.

In the dancing of the Brazilian
students, there is less use of contrast than in the Bates type of modSeveral provincial dances were ern dance. Other differences include
featured on the program, "Brazilian self-provision of accompaniment, in
Fantasia" being especially note- some instances, and the use of perworthy. This lively and tortuous cussion instruments.
number is universally known in
Leaving today for the University
Brazil, and is performed by every- of New Hampshire, the dancers arc
one whenever a festival is held.
on a tour of U.S. colleges in the
Included in the repertoire of the lust and Mid-West. Their appearStudent group were such diverse ance at Bates \vas under the austopics as "The Saint." an interpre- pices of the George Colby Chase
tation of a poem; and a slapstick Lecture and Concert Series.
polka. "Small Basket," ;i stylized
version of a basketball game, resembled last year's men v.-. women
contest during Winter Carnival.
Brazil vs. Bates
Miss ('.race, who arranged the
group's appearance, pointed out
several differences between the
style of the visitors and that of the
Bates Modem Dance Club. Unlike
the heavy angular movement of the
dancers here, the motion of the
Brazilians is lyrical and is much

Alumni Participate
In Pre-Game Rally
Bates alumni from near and far
turned out in force for the Maine
rally Fridax night on Garcelon field.
Pres, Phillips welcomed grads back
to Bates after a mass parade
around the campus.
George ('.amble, new alumni secretary, reail telegrams from alumni
clubs and individual graduates
throughout the country, including
one from last year's grid captain,
Lefty Fau'kner.
At 8 p. in.. Bates students and
alumni, not only at the rally, but
everywhere joined in singing the
Alma Mater. Leon Townsend of
Chicago, who played football for
Bates 25 vears ago, spoke briefly.
Alumni Association President Max
Wakely conducted a drawing for
the door prize, a Bates record album.
Larry Ovian introduced Coach
Ducky Pond, lauding him as being
much more than a friend to the
team members, and as being the
real spirit behind the Bates grid
squad. Following Coach Pond's
remarks, letters were presented to
Peter Whitaker. Lucille Higgins,
Marilyn
Shaylor, and Dorothy
Wood, all of whom have served as
cheerleaders for two years or more.
A bonfire in back of JB concluded
the rally.

Calendar
Wednesday, Oct. 31
WAA Hallowe'en party, Rand
gym, 6-7 p.m.
Midweek vespers, chapel, 9:159:45 p.m.
Thursday, Nov. 1
Modern Literature Conference,
Kenneth Roberts, chapel, 7:30
p.m.
CA dancing class, Chase Hall,
4-5:15 p.m.
Friday, Nov. 2
Rally for Bowdoin game.
Saturday, Nov. 3
Chase Hall dance, 8-11:45 p.m.
Sunday, Nov. 4
BOC open house, Thorncrag, 25:30 p.m.
Christian Science organization,
open meeting, Christian Science
, Church, 4 p.m.

"Hall Of Horrors"
HeraldsHallowe'en

A hall of horrors will be the
main attraction at the annual
Women's Athletic Association
Hallowe'en party.
Rand gym is to be the scene of
these mysterious activities directly after each meal at 6:00
p.m. and 6:45 p.m. tonight. Girls
who attend are warned to wear
old clothes. However, it is requested that slacks not be worn
in the dining room.
Winners of the apple-bobbing,
dart-throwing, and pumpkin surprise contests will receive appropriate prizes. Refreshments
planned are special health-guaranteeing apples.
Carolyn Carlson, assisted by
the eleven WAA Board members, is in charge of the party.

College Honors
Five At Banquet
Five alumni and friends of Bates
were cited for outstanding loyalty
and contribution to the college at
Saturday's Citation Luncheon. Taking place in the Alumni Gym, the
event was a highlight of Back-toBates weekend.
President Phillips presided at the
affair and presented citations to
Raymond W. Harriman '10, of
Thomaston; Miss Charlotte A. Millett '05, of Gorham; James H.
Hawes '27, of Boston; Mrs. Daisy
Dill Norton, of Lewiston; and Delbert E. Andrews '10, of Jefferson.
All of them have done exceptional
work in their chosen professions,
and have exemplified service to the
community to the highest degree.
The luncheon, held prior to the
Bates-U of Maine duel, featured
Bates songs and cheers, a student
quartet, and introduction of guests
at the head table, Prof. Berkelmai
headed the Citation Award Committee, with Mr. Lindholm and
Frank M. Coffin assisting.
Bates Barristers, conference
room. 7-8:30 p.m.
Tuesday. Nov. 6
Debibbing, WLB, 7 - 9 p.m.

Friday, November 2
Mrs. Thomas Mahoney, a speaker for the Citizenship Laboratory course.
Monday, November 5
Musical program arranged by
Mrs. Smith.
Wednesday, November 7
Dr. U Hla Bu of Judson College,
Rangoon, Burma.

following arc the Haze Day rules drawn up by the Student Council:
1. Haze day will commence at 6
a.m., Nov. 1st, and will last until 6 p.m., Nov. 1st.

Referring to the periodical as
"an old American custom," Mr. Allen told of the old-fashioned family
magazine which appeared in, the 2. ALL Freshman rules will be observed as well as the following:
90's. It was edited by aristocrats,
and was aimed at an upperclass
A. Frosh are barred from the
with refined tastes. With the bepool hall, ping pong table,
ginning of national advertising at
and must not sit down in the
the turn of the century, came the
Bob Cat Den.
pioneers of journalism who discovB.
Frosh
must wear clothes
ered the 20th century middle class.
backwards.
This motley mass of people, the
journalists found, was not too well
C. The numbers "55" must be
educated, but awake and intelligent.
printed on the forehead with
lipstick.
Competition Too Much
At that time, many new magazines popped up and competed with
older periodicals such as Harper's,
the Atlantic Monthly, and Scribner's. Mr. Allen noted that competition was too much for some of
the older magazines, which died
slowly rather than make their material human. While dying publications stayed in their ivory towers, others discovered the "stuff of
life,'' as the speaker put it.
Tracing the development of the
periodical, Mr. Allen discussed the
rise of confession magazines. Then
came the Reader's Digest, which offered pellets of information. Editor
Wallace's instinct for the human
touch has made the magazine so
popular today, 16 foreign editions
arc published.

G. When "Salaam" is heard, all
freshmen will get down on
all fours and bow toward the
east three times, yelling
"Allah" every time they bow.
3. The Secret Seven will hold its
last meeting following haze day
to punish violators of Haze Day
Rules.
The freshman banquet was the
main topic of discussion in the Student Counc'l this week. The council voted in favor of having the
banquet on Nov. 20.

D. Beanies are to be carried on
President Harris appointed Naa two to three foot pole. Lost thaniel Boone, Charles Bucknam.
Beanies must be replaced and Kdward Halpert as a commitwith a reasonable facsimile.
tee to assr t him in arranging tlit
E. Frosh must sing the Bobcat affair. Bucknam will handle the pubor the Alma Mater on the licity for the banquet.
way to classes.
Other minor topics of discussion
F. Each Frosh shall be the were: (1) a report of the progress
"flunkie" for one upperclass- of the Maine game rally by Naman. The frosh shall be his thaniel Boone, (2) the Stu-C comslave and valet for the day. mitments regarding chapel, and (.'I
The frosh must put the the possibility of securing a stuffed
name of his superior on a Bates bobcat.
tag^and wear said tag.
The council approved and subse-

Kimball Airs Program
Of Louis XIV France

quently passed the budget presented for the coming semester.
James Moodyrelated Dr. Zerby's
plea for .money to buy a new altar

"Bates College on the Air"' pre- cloth for the chapel. A Stu-C consents Professor Kinthall this after- tribution of $10 will be forthcomIn the 20's, the New Yorker came noon at 4:30 on WCOU. The theme ing to aid Dr. Zerby in the purinto being, printing subtle social of the program is based on France
chase of this altar cloth.
comment and short stories. The in the time of Louis XIV.
(Continued on page eight)
year 1923 marked the beginning of
Also taking part will be John
news-weeklies and picture magaBlake, who will read in French one
zines, with Time originating an asof the ever-popular fables of La
sembly-line technique of publicaFontaine. To complete the program.
tion. Life, instituted in 1936, also
Harold Kyte, Harry Meline, and
followed this procedure. In recent
Nancy Kosmski will present a
Hospital Square
years, there has been a tremendous
scene from Moliere's "A Doctor in
rise in the pulps and the comics,
Spite of Himself." The broadcast
both of which appeal to what Mr.
Fountain and Luncheonette
will thus be devoted to the art,
Allen called "the relaxed mind."
music, and literature of the period.
CANDIES
Circulate Ideas
It is Miss Murrcll's hope that there
and
The main role of today's periodi- will follow other programs in the
MAGAZINES
cal is to circulate ideas. Magazines future covering equally notable
have a service role; they broaden periods.
Dial 2-3841
the horizons of the American peoLast week the Bates radio workple, and play a large part in adult shop, under the guidance of Miss
education. Mr. Allen cited the trade
Murrell, went on the air with the
journal--, which have led to general
first in its annual series of weekly
technological advances, and the
broadcasts over WCOU. The prohobby magazine- which offer much
gram, written by Ronald Clayton
information to people with special
and directed by Ruth Scammon,
interests.
was dedicated to Back-to^Bates
In the way of illustration, the weekend. In the cast were Robert
speaker discussed the policy of Lohfeld,
Jean
LeMire,
David
Harper's as concerned with its ed- Moore, Robert Cagenello, Nancy
ucational function. Harper's, he Kosinski, Norma Sturtevant, and
DIAL
said, is aimed at people who are Frank Stred.
educated, intelligent, and responsiTopics of programs for the near
ble. Receiving about 20,000 manufuture include folk music, a glimpse
scripts per year, the editors atof Elizabethan England, and a holiForty-five Forty-six Nine
tempt to publish complete, imparday theme for Thanksgiving.
tial accounts of facts and ideas.

TURGEON'S

Your
CAMPUS
CAB
45

During the question period, Mr.
Allen denied the myth that manuscripts mailed to a magazine are
handed to the janitor. He declared
that everything submitted is read.

Ritz Theatre
Chapel Schedule

Freshman rules for men end tomorrow with the usual annoy,
anccs and inconveniences for members of the incoming class. The

STRAND
THEATRE

46

9

EMPIRE
THEATRE
Last Times Today

Wed., Thurs., Oct. 31, Nov. 1:
"Sky High," Melton and Lynn;
"Cattle Drive," Joel McCrae;
News.

"PEOPLE WILL TALK"
Gary Grant - Jeanne Grain

Wed., Thurs.
Oct. 31, Nov. 1
"FAUST AND THE DEVIL"
Thurs. - Sat.
Nov. 1 - 3
"THE LOST ONE"
Fri., Sat., Nov. 2, 3: "South of the
Broderick Crawford
(La Traviata)
Caltente," Roy Rogers; "Dear
Fri., Sat.
Nov. 2, 3
in
"I WAS A COMMUNIST
Brat," Mona Freeman, Edward
"THE
MOB"
FOR THE F.B.I."
Arnold; Serial and Cartoon.
"APACHE DRUMS"
Sun.-Tues.
Nov. 4-6
Sun., Mon.
Nov. 4, 5
Sun., Mon., Tues., Nov. 4, 5, 6:
"VALENTINO"
"Yellow Fin," Wayne Morris; 'THE DAY THE
"STALLION CANYON" .
EARTH STOOD STILL'
"On Moonlight Bay," Doris
Tues., Wed., Thurs.
Nov.. 6, 7, 8
Day, Gordon McRae; News.
Michael Rennie - Patricia Neal
"FABIOLA"

^s*
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Stu-G: Haze Day Dress
In '51 To Be "Uniform"
This year the frosh women in all men's Locker Building from 7-9
dorms will be dressed "uniform* p. m. All upperclassmen are invited
' on Haze Day. Nov. 6. Stu-G has to attend.
announced the following rules for
Freshman coeds will sign their
|jhat day:
names to the constitution and officially become "Bates women" at
!. All clothes must be worn inFreshman Installation, which will
side out.
take place Nov. 11 at 7:30 p. m.
;. A hat of some sort must be
Marlcnc I'lmer. chairman of the
worn.
event, announced that she would
3. Hair must be worn in piglike to have a large turnout of uptails.
perclass women. She suggested that
4. Two different shoes must be
all
freshmen
invite
their
big
worn (rubbers, boots, sneakristers.
ers included).
Sophomore
representatives to
5. Upperclassmen in each dorm
Stn-G. Sally Re.isncr and Carolyn
will make up a two-line verse
Snow, .ire planning the event. The
for their particular freshmen,
program will include five minute
which they must repeat when
skits given hy each of the girls'
asked.
dorms. In addition to the individual
6. Each girl must spend one
prizes given to {he girls, an award
hour out of the day fulfillwill he given to the dorm chosen as
ing the desires of her big
having the best skit.
sister.
With the conclusion of the skits,
7. All hazing activities are to
the girls remove their bibs while
take place from arising in
the audience sings the Alma Mater,
the morning to 5 p. m., everyand their orientation is complete.
where except in the dining
A sophomore from each dorm has
room and in classes.
been chosen to help the freshmen
plan their skit. The girls chosen are
Debibbing At WLB
The debibhing ceremony will Christina Dawson. Patricia Heldkc place that night in the Wo- man. Carol Guild. Ann Sabo, Marilyn Winslow. Laura Jo Week worth,
Mary F.llen Bailey. Margaret Bartlett. Lois Stuber, Alice Arace, and
Rosemary Feck.

STUDENTS!
make

PECKS
your
headq uarters
for Sportswear - everyday
wear - dorm needs

NEW MEN'S SHOP features everything the young
man needs from hats to
shoes.

Coats, suits, fur-

nishings.

Young
kind

of

women

find

dresses,

the

coats,

sportswear, shoes, lingerie
they want.

All at prices in tune with
a student's budget.

Classical Record Concerts Begin
Experimentally Tuesday Night
Leading off with the Scheherazade Suite of Rimsky-Korsakov,
the first in a series of classical music record- concerts will be given

Bowdoin Buses
Following its usual practice
for State Series games, the StuCouncil has arranged transportation for students who wish to attend the Bowdoin game at
Brunswick this Saturday.
The round trip bus fare will be
80 cents, payable at the time of
signing up. Men may sign up in
the Den on Wednesday or
Thursday between 7 p. m. and
10 p. m. Women may sign up at
Rand Hall during the same period. Lunches are not included
in the price of the bus ticket.
Buses will leave from Rand at
12:15 p. m. sharp on Saturday.
In order to facilitate the early
departure, a revised class schedule has been issued:
7:45-8:30 First Class
8:35-9:20 Second Class
9:25-10:10 Third Class
10:15-11:00 Fourth Class
11:05-11:50 Fifth Class

next Tuesday night at 7 in Room 5, Hathorn.
According to Mr. Smith, head of"
The series is experimental in that
the music department and sponsor
of the program, the concerts will tin' music department is interested
be presented once a week at the in finding out how many people will
same time. Their primary aim is to be interested in attending regularly
provide outside listening for members of the department's music appreciation classes.
Also, records are not being loan-

day night record concerts will give
interested students an opportunity
to listen to music from the record
library they otherwise would miss.
Anyone who

enjoys listening

good music is invited to come.

Sixteen freshman students qualified in preliminary try-out speeches
held recently to participate in the
final try-outs to determine the membership of this year's freshman debate squad.

Men's and Women's
Sports Apparel

Lewiston-Au burn's Leading Hotels
^OT£

LEWISTON TRUST CO.
LEWISTON

MAINE

We Solicit The Business Of Bates Students

seem to be in demand, the depart-

will be supplemented with shorter
compositions. Peter Whitakcr, who
helped push the idea for the series, will be in charge of playing

to the records
grams.

and

arranging

pro-

Sixteen Frosh Qualify Line Barlow Aboard D-E
For Final Debate Test Now Enroute To Korea

Colonial Lunch

"COMPLETE BANKING SERVICE"

is great enough and more periods

ed from the school library on an in- ment will consider extending the
dividual basis this year. The reason project.
Music will be played on a request
for the policy is that WVBC, the
basis
after the first few periods.
campus radio station, will be making
Kach
of
the concerts will last about
extensive use of the disced music.
two
hours
and long classical pieces
Thus, Mr. .Smith feels, the Tues-

Lincoln Barlow, who graduated
from Bates last June, is serving
aboard the I'SS Silvcrstein, a destroyer escort. He entered the navy
on July 11 and was transported
from San Francisco to Pearl HarThese final try-outs will be a bor on August 9.
-cries of debates to be held during
Concerning his work. Barlow
the week following Thanksgiving writes, "As a sonarman my work
vacation.
has been steady — we have been
Twelve men and four women of doing extensive training in antithe freshman class will participate submarine warfare just to be ready
in the final try-out debates. The For any possible warfare of that
men arc Donald Gochburg. Harold type that might break out."
Swain. Joseph Zatyrka. Marvin
Barlow sailed for Japan last
Kusliner.
Roger
Tliies,
David
Monday and expects to see action
Wyllic. Richard Hathaway. Russell
in Korean waters about the first of
Nile. Rlaine Taylor, Roger CogNovember. He anticipates action in
ger, Donald Miller, and Martin
this area to take the form of shore
Brody. The women include Sylvia
OUR FOOD IS STILL
bombardment, shifting troops, airMoore. Carolyn Gove, Hope CunTHE BEST ADVERTISEsea rescue operations for downed
ningham, and Patricia Jcrvis.
MENT WE HAVE
carrier pilots, and watcli for floatSeveral of the candidates have ing mines.
at
had considerable experience. Swain
Good Weather, But —
The
was rated as best speaker in the
Barlow continues. "The Bates
New Hampshire State League highcampus would certainly be a welschool tournament at Bates last
come sight just now. Our weather
(Just Over on Main St.)
year, and this summer participated
is certainly ideal; sunny every day
in a national forensic conference in
and a temperature around 88 deWelcomes Everyone
California. Taylor won the extemgrees in the afternoon and 75 at
Bates College
poraneous speaking contest at a
night. But it is still a far cry from
(Continued on page eight)
the enjoyment of past associations
at college and at home.
"By the way, the University of
Money-Saving Values
Hawaii is terribly run down and
poorly kept. It was a great disappointment to me."
Aviation Cadet"
Word was also received from
Jack Taylor, a member of the
For Your Outdoor Activities
class of '52.
Taylor is an aviation cadet at
the Greenville Air Force Base in
SEARS. ROEBUCK and CO., 212 Main St., Lewiston
Mississippi. Taylor states that the
training program he is in is the fin-

Consider Chapel*
A discussion was held on the
subject of chanel programs, and
various suggestions were made to
improve them. Lois Miller will present these ideas to the Chanel Program Committee. She and Cynthia
Eaves were appointed to usher it
Wednesday morning assemblies.
Upon request of the Stu-C. Board.
Mrs. Cross has agreed to serve the
simpler flavors of ice cream, particularly omitting those containing
eocoanut. Girls wishing to get permission to wear their hair up in the
dining room may receive it from
(Continued on page four)

scheduled programs of this type. If
the response to the initial programs

St**
AUBURN

MAINE'S FINEST FOOD
Party, Banquet and
Convention Facilities
for from 4 to 400
COCKTAIL LOUNGE

LEWISTON
Other Acheson Hotels
Augusta House, Augusta
Hotel Elmwood, Waterville
Hotel Rockland, Rockland
Hotel Littleton, Lewiston

UPHOLDING MAINE'S TRADITION FOR HOSPITALITY AND FINE FOOD

est in the world. "Their method of
'putting across' a complex subject
in a minimum of time is very well
done. Although the discipline is
rigid, it's just. Everyone receives
the same sort of treatment. On the
other hand, they've done much to
make our living conditions first-rate
and that helps to compensate for
the discomforts of air training."
The addresses of Bates men in
the service can lie obt?incd from
Mr. Sampson.
A trip to Halifax, Cuba, and an
incident
involving the
running
aground of his ship, the USS Wisconsin, have been featured in the
service-life of former mayor of
Bates William Ferguson.
Ferguson, an officer in the navy,
is stationed on the Wisconsin in
the capacity of Radar Watcli officer. The much publicized event of
the grounding of the ship in the
Hudson
River took
place on
August 15.
Grounded In The Morning
In a letter to Mr. Sampson, Ferguson writes. "... about 7 o'clock
that morning the stern buoy that
we were moored to came loose from
the bottom and we started to drift
toward the Jersey shore. Not being
able to get immediate assistance
from the tugs about as we had
gone so far, that when wc finally
got the engines started they had
lost suction and we were not able
to get under way.
"The tugs finally came alongside
and we were pulled off and then
went under our own power to
Gravcscnd Bay which is right off
Coney Island."
Sailed From Norfolk
Ferguson entered the navy after
graduation from Bates. He then
attended
school
f o r refresher
courses in radar work. Sailing from
Norfolk, Va., the first of August,
his ship proceeded to Halifax and
then to New York, where the
grounding incident took place.
From New York, Ferguson went
to Cuba. He describes the weather
conditions as unbearable with the
sun shining all the time. The ten
day stay in the waters off Cuba
were featured by gunnery practice
and all types of exercises.
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Letter To The Editor

Editorials

Silence Please

The Bates Double Standard
The trend is changing: the sharp difference between what is correct for men and what is proper and ladylike for a woman is gradually reaching a merging point through most American institutions.
More Privileges
The standards which mark the society approved woman of today
have been relaxed to include many of the privileges previously
granted only to men.
We have seen this true at Bates in the matter of smoking where
there was a time within the last decade when a girl who just had to
"smoke, smoke, smoke that cigarette" had to walk all the way to
the Quality shop to do so.
Now she is allowed to smoke in reception rooms and, because she
80 often hears girls from other colleges look aghast when she complains that she is not allowed to blow smoke rings in her room,
she takes one of two courses.
Either she flaunts the rules and smokes in her room anyway, or
she outwardly obeys the wishes of the college, but complains about
the injustice of the administration.
Inflammable Clothing
We have discussed the problem with the administration.

We

brought up the unanswerable point why couldn't the women smoke
in Roger Bill, when the year before the men did? Their answer
was that women have more inflammable clothing than the men.
That didn't seem a satisfactory answer to us, in view of the fact
that as a whole it is an indisputable fact that women are less careless about leaving lighted cigarettes around. For Bates women, it
has been ground in them so deeply that they are not to leave lighted
cigarettes when they leave a reception room, that in most cases it is
practically automatic.
Senior Smoking Privileges
We probed deeper for a reason. We heard the obvious fact that
the women's dormitories are not fire proof. We argued that neither
are the men's.

Certainly Roger Bill isn't. Realizing that it would

be a severe headache to the college n> have to worry about smoking
going on behind doors in Milliken and Whittle!", notable fire hazards, we pulled out our last card.
Why couldn't smoking privileges be given to senior women.

Editor, the STUDENT:
Attending a small coed college
was not accidental or chance for
most freshmen. They are here because this college, above others,
represented the type of school at
which they felt they could best succeed. Some of the freshmen intend,
however, to succeed in fields other
than the college has in mind for
them.
Swell Kids
Bates is small. How many times
have we heard "a small college
family**? Nearly as often as we sec
'baked beans before us. Bates, unlike a large school, extends an opportunity for the normal individual
to become known. One does not
have to be very something to be
heard of from JB to Chase House.
There are numerous students who
are known because they are "swell
kids," not as in Big University, very
bright, very popular, or just very,
very.
We frosh are informed that Bates
is a coed college. Freshmen, being
naive, traditionally or otherwise, expect to come to a coed college.
They arrive, unpack, meet all sorts
of new people, and play the "do
you know so-and-so from somewhere" game. The freshman knows
lO'/i people by name when he is
"capped and carded." She is
'Miibbcd and bowed" and all are put
in their places.
Classmates Or Mates?
Classes commence. The first opportunity to meet the opposite sex
on a non-date basis is scheduled,
The last chance for adjustment before the post-college change is
pampered and padded. The freshman is not trusted to speak with
classmates lest they become mates.

There aren't many distinct privileges granted to seniors. We felt

Weekends begin on Saturday at
that this would give the senior class a feeling of finally being the 12 p. in. on this campus. Weekends,
upper class. The existing situation of chapels being voluntary is not a chance to relax and meet all the
people one wants. Relax in the
likely to continue if the international situation is cleared up.
non-competitive eye-gorging as the
phone brings Saturday night dates
Men's Prerogative
to the fairest damsels, in the casual,
It was with this that we got down to the crux of the situation. normal, atmosphere of a coed
The double standard still exists in a modified form. The adminis- school. The girls who .aren't
"baitsy" casually sit home. The
tration grants the fact that the danger of men smoking in their girls who haven't had coed cases
rooms is as great as for women, but the essential right of men to haven't had an opportunity to
smoke is long established. If men were suddenly denied the right, "hook" a man for the weekend.
they would ignore the demand on something long considered their Conducive Moon
The full moon "aloofs" from on
prerogative.
high. It doesn't want to be conduFor men, smoking is not a privilege. For women it is an accepted cive to the insincere necking of the
right on the long trend of gradually extended freedoms for women. frosh, as they strive to retain their
dates for the next weekend. The
The right for Bates women to smoke in their reception rooms is still fine art of eloquence is not employed; tradition has made speaking a
a newly won concession.
toll of the past age.
That is the reason why the danger of smoking in rooms is emBates — a small, coed college.
phasized in refusing the privilege to women.
Liz Spellman
We do not see that anything can be done about it until the comEd Note: —This letter repletion of the new women's dormitory. This will nullify the arguflects not only the opinion of
ment of fire hazards, and then women will undoubtedly be perthe writer, but those of a nummitted room smoking.
ber of her classmates as well.
This letter was a cooperative
No Fire Protection
venture.
Until that time we think Bates' women must accept the fact that
the point where the double standard ends is still a hazy one, and
that the administration is not in accord with the nearly universal
granting of smoking without room restriction, until the fire hazard
of the small dorm has been rectified.
To us it indicates that their acceptance of the double standard
only in matters relating to female protection is going to be avoided
as long as possible.
We have to grant the fact that there is not adequate fire protection in the women's dormitories and, until there is, we deem fit
to drop the matter.

Thrills And Spills As
BOC Sponsors Skate
By Janice Todd
A few years ago, the Bates Outing Club was in search of a new
and different activity to offer to
Bates students. From this search
evolved the popular roller-skates
which provide the proverbial thrills
and spills for Batesonians twice
each year.
Extra Soft Seats
Let's go behind the scenes for a
few minutes and see how our rollerskating parties are made possible.
The Outing Club makes sure that
Bates takes over the skating rink
at the Fair Grounds by hiring the
rink for an evening. This works so
well that approximately 99% of the
skaters are from Bates. The next
step is arranging transportation,
and return them, and it is said that
The Outing Club has buses pick up
students from in front of Rand Hall
the buses have extra soft seats on
the return trip.

Tickets for this adventure are t0
be sold at the dorms this year with
a bargain for those who purchase
their tickets here on the campus.
The tickets cost only 50 cents here
whereas they are sold for 60 cents at
the rink. There are the mechanics,
now here is the fun.
Stag Or Drag
You don't have to be a whiz on
wheels to attend this stag-or-drag
affair. It's a good place to meet
folks and have a real terrific time
to the tune of organ music. All
kinds of variety skates add a littl
spire to the fun. Just one wora of
advice though. Please, everybody
keep going in the same direction so
that no one will get hurt. Two planter casts on this campus are quite
en,nigh.

I'.S.—-This Saturday night marks
the first roller-skate of the year.
Sec vou there.

3tt f-Hrmnriam
We are writing this in memory of one of the inmates of Parker
Hall, liathsheba the kitten. Poor Bathshcba was living in sin for
fear of being caught on the premises by unsympathetic authorities.
She had to sneak her meals in various rooms and could go out only
at night. Bathsheba. a pretty tiger kitten with four white paws, was
extremely friendly and lovable.
One morning (it
in the haltway of
whether the death
away for her only
be omitted.

grieves us to tell this) Bathsheba was found dead
West Parker. The coroner still can't determine
was the result of rat poison or whether she pined
love — David. Relations ask that flowers kindly

tov 5IWHT
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Ruth Potter asked that each girls'
dorm submit at least three or four
informal snaps for this year's Mirror. They cah include people in all
four classes.
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Ijotices

Rolling Along
N'ext Saturday night the Outing
Club sponsors the all-college rollerkate at the Lewiston Fair Grounds.
-This is the first of two to be held
during the year. Tickets may be
fought from dorm representatives
jor 50 cents or at the door for 60
ictits. Special buses leave Rand
7:30 and arrive back on campus
11:30: one token each way. Stags
cx couples invited.

ON CALL Prexy Sparkplugs Development

T^TCmjUi H n*

The Big Weekend has come and
gone. There were so many old and
new faces that we won't attempt to
enumerate them. Suffice to say, the
new arrivals were well celebrated
and a good time was had by all.
Middle really, had things down to a
science with a weekend extra-curricular activities schedule and a "social register" for those with dates.
The Bates spirit was much in evidence when the feeble Stein Song
chorus broke out at the dance. The
>»
challenge was answered with a
hearty rendition of the Alma Mater
The Outing Club Equipment — both verses.
Room now lias three newly refurDon Hamilton must be a
iblied bicycles equipped with locks.
little confused after being told
r
TlK'y may lie borrowed fo a day or
that his brother had come up to
ull'-day at any time. A dollar desee him play. The "brother"
posit is required which will be returned out to be Pat Heldman's
uriied if the bike is back on time,
beau from Harvard, who has
get tin in see Jim Thompson in
Don's looks and blond crew cut,
lardwell or call Nancy Bravcrbut is no relation.
:,n. Chase House (3-9034).
Sunday morning last year's Hacker House had a breakfast reunion
at the Women's Union, including
Mrs. Mc, Lois Keirstcad, now at
U of Maine, and Kuthie Reynolds,
The debate between West Point and a frequent weekend guest in HackBates, which was to have been held er. Everyone maintained it was
icrc at Bate.-, on November 9, has re- worth getting out of bed for, even
i-ntly been cancelled due to problems after the big night.'
transportation. Ann Sabo and
While the glow of the weekDiane West were to have upheld the
end has subsided a bit, Dottic
•gative in this debate on the propoWood still has her own private
tion of wage and price controls,
sparkle. She and Glenn Collins
'lans are now being made for a deare engaged. Best wishes to you
bate with Colby on this question in
both from all of us.
which these girls will participate.

Symbolized By Arts Building

Daisy, Daisy

Debate Changed

When Robbie Fletcher walked
into Fiske Hall with a large bouquet of flowers Saturday, it was the
convincing touch. We were sure of
a romantic elopement in view of the
many rumors sent out by her "best
friends." But after all, it was just a
rumor.
Last week began to look like
finals with the faculty breaking
out with a rash of writtens. For
English majors with Philosophy there was a possibility of
four and a term paper. Ail we
can say is "Whew!"
Okay, Al Glass, how did it happen? Were you behind or in front
of the swinging doors?
Congrats to the stiffened, but
still - on - their - feet freshman
football team. It was a great
game. And then there are the
two frosh women who have
thirty cases apiece. They coeducated with the whole New
Hampshire team — and the
coachI
It's the neat, fleet, so-easy-on-the
feet Penobscof Trampeze. The
shoe you'll wear for loping or
loafing, relaxing or just plain raring lo go. Comfy? As a bedroom
slipper I Smart? Like Jive I And
built for long-term service right
down to its sturdy sole.

$-7.95

PREXY and his baby — the projected Arts Building

By Sy Coopersmith
There have been many progressive innovations on campus
since the arrival of Charles Franklin Phillips, fourth full time president of Bates College. According to
Prcs. Phillips the Bates Development Program includes not only
"the physical renovations, but also,
and most important, the intangible
or human elements."
The intangible elements referred
to by Pres. Phillips include able
students who are eager to learn, a
faculty of character and ability dedicated to careers of teaching, an active body of alumni and trustees
who take a continuing interest in
the affairs of the college.
The physical program of development, though not complete, has
realized six of its nine proposed
campus additions. There have been
lenovations at Rand Hall, apartments for veterans, and additions
to Coram Library. The new men's
commons is complete and work has
recently ended on the infirmary and
Hedge Laboratory. Future plans

TIBBY'S
SPORTS CENTER

FOR

Corsages

NEEDS FOR EVERY GAME
AND SPORT
274 Main St.

Lewiston

Phone 3-0431
Romeo E. Thibodeau

CALL

DUBE'S
FLOWER SHOP

Edrick J. Thibodeau

195 Lisbon St.

are for an additional women's
dormitory, a fine arts and music
building, and a women's gymnasium and playing field. The future
development program is dependent
upon the 100th Anniversary Memorial Fund to which a donation of
KM) thousand dollars was recently
given by the late Mrs. Charlotte
Neal Pettigrew of New York. The
fund now has $116,500.
"I Am Particularly Pleased"
The man behind the gun in the
development program is the often
pantomimed for his "hello" and
"particularly" phrases,
Pres.
Charles F. Phillips.
Pres. Phillips was born May 25,
1910, in Nelson, Pa. He and his
wife Evelyn (married in 1932) have
two children, Charles Franklin,
Jr., and Carol Ann. Pres. Phillips
came to Bates in 1944 after having
served as deputy administrator in
charge of all rationing in the U.S.
during the last war.
Having received his Bachelor of
Arts degree, magna cum laude, at
Colgate in 1931 and his Ph. D. in
Economics at Harvard in 1934,
Pres. Phillips taught fof a year at
Hobart College in Geneva, N. Y.
He returned to Colgate in 1934 as
an instructor in economics. In two
years he was made an assistant professor and then in 1939 he was
made a full professor. He taught at
Colgate until 1941, when he took a
three year leave of absence to do
government work.
Mr. Phillips Goes To Washington
Pres. Phillips went to Washington in 1941 with the National De-

fense Advisory Commission and
later joined the Office of Price Administration. He served in his capacity as Deputy Administrator for
Rationing until September, 1944,
when he became president of Bates.
A text on marketing by Pres.
Phillips is the most widely used text
in its field in this country, being
used by over 300 different colleges
and universities. When asked during an interview whether he had
plans for any new books he replied that it was a full time job
keeping his other texts revised. In
addition to being an author of several books, he has written numerous magazine articles. He received
an honorary LL.D. from Colgate
University in 1945 and from Colby
College in 1949.
Scholarship Policy
Bates granted $31,780 in scholarship awards to students during the
last academic year. "We attach
special significance to this fact,"
said Pres. Phillips, "because it
means scholarship at Bates has.
reached a new peak. The grants in
1950-51 show a marked increase
over the $28,180 of 1949-50 and the
$25,445 of the preceeding year
1948-49. Scholarship aid is a major
factor in making a college education possible for many young men
and women of limited financial
means."
Pres. Phillips has done much for
Bates College, and the only proof
necessary is a comparison of Bates
today with the Bates of ten years
ago.
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Cat Nips By Ray Zelch f
Well, for the first time in three
years, Bates was able to stage its
annual homecoming game without
the benefit of rain. But even the
elements couldn't help the Bobcats
last Saturday as they lost to the
University of Maine in the State
Series opener. I was not disappointed in the playing of the Bates
team last week. However, I was
mildly surprised at the margin of
the final score.
Contrary to what many people thought previous to the
game, I felt sure that Bates
would give the Bears a tough
struggle, and even had a sneaking suspicious that Bates might
be able to pull an upset. After
having watched the team practice all week and noticing the
spirit and determination of the
players, I went to the game in
anticipation of a dog-eat-dog
affair. And although the Garnet fought stiffly to the end, it
was not in the books for them
to pull any kind of an upset.
What told the story of the game?
The superior advantage of Maine
on the ground and through the air.
lack of Bates reserves, some bad
breaks here and there for the Bobcats, and perhaps a few bad calls
by the officials which definitely
came at important phases throughout the battle. The forward wall
looked greatly improved over what
it has been, and the line blocking
was a pleasant surprise. But the
visitors were doing some blocking
of their own, and when they
weren't gaining via the ground, they
took to the air. Sad to say, the
Bates pass defense was not sharp
and, the Maine receivers were all
by themselves the entire afternoon,
especially in the middle.
Fumbles and penalties really
hurt the Garnet cause. One
Bates fumble set up a Maine
touchdown deep in Bates territory, and others played their
role. But two penalties in particular really changed the tone
of the game. One was in the
second period when Bates was
marching goalward. "Beaver"
Sevigny came limping off the
field with an ankle injury and a
replacement went in for him.
The officials penalized the Cats
five yards for delaying the
game, but failed to take into
consideration that an injured
player was leaving the field. As
it was. Bates missed a first
down by a couple of yards on
fourth down, and would have
had it were it not for that
penalty.
The other one was when Nate
Boone broke through the secondary
in the last half to snag a long Dick
Bcrgquist pass. Nate really had a
chance to show his speed for the
first time this year and galloped to
the one yard line before being
tackled from behind. This fine play,
probably the best of the afternoon,
would have been enough to give
Bates a shot in the arm, but nullifying penalties called the ball back
and Bates never was able to move
out again.
Sure, Maine had a good team
but I don't think they were 19
points better than Bates. The
Bobcat attack looked well polished in the first half, but started to peter out through the
third period as the boys started

to feel the effects of the hard
struggle. Thus, Maine started
to roll in high gear, filled the
air with passes, and took a commanding lead which they held
for the rest of the game.
Once again it was Richie Raia
who was the offensive and defensive "star of the game. He showed
no let-down from his fine performances in every game played by
Bates so far. But his offensive prowess was well-flanked by the hard
running of Don Barrios and Dick
Berry, and the fine passing of
Bergquist. The former two, playing their first full game in over two
weeks because of injuries, helped
relieve some of the burden off the
shoulders of Raia, and looked in
peak condition after their long layoff.
Bergquist's passing was especially notable, and he was hitting his targets most of the
time with some of the aerials
just rolling off the fingertips of
the intended receivers. Most of
the tosses were being caught by
Don Hamilton, although Raia
and Pappas caujrht some nifties,
especially the one that Charlie
caught in the end zone for the
lone Bates score. Hamilton also
played well on the defense, and
along with Capt. Larry Ovian
and Raia, made the majority of
the tackles.
Chris Nast is having a hard time
getting ricl of ailing side and leg
Injuries, but continues to remain
Ducky Pond's choice for defensive
end. You've got to hand it to Chris.
He's the smallest player in the
Bates line, but the opponents have
to do some hard charging and hitting before they'll move him out of
the play. For a kid who has had
limited football experience prior to
college. Chris is certainly doing all
right for himself at Bates.
But if the Bates partisans are
disheartened by the failure of
the varsity to win ball games,
they can take consolation in the
fact that the freshman team
contains some standout players
who will be moving to the varsity next fall to give a helping
hand. Bob Hatch has taken a
group of players who have never
worked together before and has
shaped them into a smoothworking offensive and defensive
unit. The Kittens were really
up against it when they played
the New Hampshire Frosh Friday, but they held on to their
one point lead to win the game.
It was certainly one of the
roughest games to be seen here
for quite a while, and the goal
line stand by Bates for four
downs was a true example of
the defensive ability of the
squad.
Bob Chumbook and Dave Higgins alternate in calling plays, and
both are good passers as well as
runners. Scatback Bob Reny. Gary
Burke. Lucian Brown, and hardrunning Herb Morton along with
Chumbook and Higgins give the
yearlings a well-balanced backfield
that no doubt brings a gieam to
Ducky Pond's eyes. But he is probably more interested in the line
where such fellows as Art Paton,
Phil Cowan, Dick Barton, Dick
3arbera, Gerte Soto, Don Smith,
Ralph Froio, and Bob Cash are
(Continued on page 7)

Garnet Runners Bobcats Face Strong Foe
Meet W. P. I. In
Final Dual Meet In Offense-Minded Bears
By Roger Schmutz

By Bob Kolovson
It was a meet-leal Friday for the
varsity road-roamers as the pending run with Colby failed to materialize.
The Mules had previously stated
that if they were able to muster
enough men, they would take the
Bobcats on, but the Colby men

downs and Levesque, the states
leading scorer with 57 points to his
Power-plus seems to be the only credit, has been on the receiving
way to describe the Bowdoin foot- end of 17 aerials for 252 yards and
ball team that Bates faces this Sat- '.hree scores.
urday at Brunswick. In winning
On the ground, flic major confive of six games, their only loss tributor to the Polar Bear's power
is fullback Art Bishop. He has
being a 13 to 12 upset at the hands
scored six touchdowns and has been
of Williams, the boys from Brunsgreatly responsible for Bowdoin'
wick have shown a strong offense fine running attack that has averboth in the air and on the ground. aged close to 230 yards a game.

were unable to do so All of which
Weak Defense
shows that there are still schools Diversified Attack
This then, is the picture of a
The majority of the air might has
having more trouble fielding an enpower laden team that apparently
terprising cross-country crew than come from the strong right arm of can score at will as witnessed by its
that being currently met by Bates quarterback Jim Decker. In six 60 points against Colby and 45
games, he has completed well over against Amhcrst. As for defense,
mentor C. Ray Thompson.
50 per cent of his passes including however, the story is completely
Coach Thompson is worse off this
different. Amhcrst, for example, in
year than is usually the case. The ten that have gone for touchdowns. rolling up 38 points in its game
Bobcats are winless in three out- His favorite targets are left end with Bowdoin revealed offensive
ings. Their ace. Bob Goldsmith, has Charlie Bennett and left half Roger power far exceeding that exhibited
been having difficulty all season Levesque. Bennett has caught 26 in any other contest this year.
reaching his peak form due to a
passes for 311 yards and six touch- Moreover, in its aforementionc
variety of minor leg ailments, alvictory over Colby, the Polar Bear
thought he believes that he is rid
yave up 42 points to a team that
of them now.
previously had been completely ineffectual on the offense. IncidentalCasavant Expects To Improve
ly, the 102 points combined scoring
Dom Casavant, who has showed
total in this Bowdoin-Colby tilt i
For the next two weeks the Ches- a record for a single State Series
ihe most this year for the Garnets
with a fourth against Maine and a terfield company is offering all ama- game.
sixth against Vermont, is also dis- teur grandstand quarterbacks a
Taking these facts into consideraappointed with his work but hopes chance to show off their ability, and
tion, it is safe to state that given
to show considerable improvement
win a carton of cigarettes into the possession of the ball the Bowdoin
now that he has had sufficient time
Polar Bear is a dangerous fo
bargain.
in which to practice.
However, on the defense he scernIf you think you can qualify, or if to be merely a testing ground for
To add to the disability list, Roger Schmutz has been bothered by a you sometimes arc a lucky guesser, his opponent's offensive skills. With
foot irritation and Tom Halliday by then just follow the simple rules. Af- Richie Raia and Dick Bergquist do
a sore toe. However, the two sopho- ter you finish reading the STUDENT ing the throwing and Raia, Doi
more harriers were about set to go (not before, mind you, but after), Barrios, ami Dick Berry the carry
again at last reports. Clyde East- just figure out the probable score of ing, a high scoring, exciting battle
man and Walt Reuling are show- this Saturday's Bates-Bowdoin game. is definitely in prospect. If Bates
can show the same offensiv
ing signs of improvement and may
Then sometime before Saturday strength that it did against Maim
be able to help the Cats in their renoon, write that score along with and get some better breaks than i
maining meets.
your name and dorm on the back of did in that game the boys from
Worcester Tech Meet Friday
an empty Chesterfield wrapper, and Brunswick will be in for quite a
drop it in the box that will be pro- fight.
The final dual meet of the season
vided in the Bobcat Den.
will find the thinclads at Worcester Tech Friday afternoon. The
The prize for the winning entry is
meet will provide the final test be- a carton of the sponsor's product,
YOUR FAVORITE
fore the State Meet Nov. 5 and the which we will not mention by name
STERLING PATTERNS
New Englands in Boston on the for fear of being thought partial. In
in
12th.
case of a tie, the entry which is received first will get the prize, so act
Towle — Gorham — Lunt
The freshman runners have also
promptly.
Reed and Barton
been meeting with tough luck.
International — Wallace
And if at first you don't succeed,
Against Hebron Oct. 22 they came
out on the wrong end of a 19-42 and all that, the contest will be rescore. Buzzy Bird, described by peated next week for the Colby game.
Coach Thompson as a real prospect, So why don't you take a stab at it.
placed third and Cal Jodat finished It's as easy as the proverbial ABC to
sixth to provide some consolation enter, and you might be the lucky
Lewiston
50 Lisbon St.
tor the Bobkittens.
one.

For All Grandstand
Quarterbacks Only

wwi

wood (a

STECKINO HOTEL
and cafe

R. W. CLARK CO.

Have You Tried STECKINO'S Original PIZZA PIES?

BIOLOGICALS

DRUGS

CHEMICALS

SERVING ITALIAN and AMERICAN FOODS
STEAKS — CHOPS — SALADS our specialty
DIAL 4-4151

104 Middle St., Lewiston

"For Your Health's Sake Eat at Steckino's"

L & A BOWLING

Attention!
Bates Students

10 ALLEYS

—SHOES—
FOR EVERY OCCASION

CANDLE PINS
SNACK BAR
FOUNTAIN SERVICE
8 Ash St.

Tel. 2-0213

SPORT AND DRbSS

CANCELLATION
SHOE STORE
36 COURT ST., AUBURN

4 Registered Pharmacists
Main St. at Bates St.
Tel. 3-0031

FOR THAT
EVENING SNACK
Try

A Hamburg
from

COOPER'S
Sabattus Street
Near Campus Avenue

]
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Cats Cuffed By Maine Bear, 26 - 7
By Al Hakes

Tickets
Frosh Defeat U. N. H. Student
On Sale In Gym
In Rough Battle, 13-12

The Athletic Department has announced the following regulations for
the purchase of Student and Faculty

from center was fumbled, and Bates
recovered on the six. A few seconds tickets for the Bowdoin and Colby
late Bob Chumbook dove over the
games. Tickets for the game at Bowline to increase the Garnee lead to
doin this Saturday can he purchsacd
13 points.
at the Athletic Office in the Alumni
Visitors Rally
Gym until 4 :30 this afternoon.
The University frosh immediately
came to life and tallied a few min- • Colby game tickets will be on sale
utes later. After Chumbook's quick at the same place from Monday, Nov.
kick backfired by going out of
5, through Wednesday, Nov. 7, from
bounds on the New Hampshire 42
yard line, the Wildcat passer, Harry 9:30 to 11:30 in the morning and
from 1:30 to 4:30 in the afternoon.
Kagcleiery, completed two aerials
for a total of thirty yards to the
Prices for these tickets will be $2.50
Bates 8. From there it took just an for faculty members and $1.00 for
8 yard run by Jimmy Drysdale and students, tax included. Students must
two more Kageleir.v passes to put present their season ticket books at
Goal Line Stand
the pigskin over the line.
the lime of the purchase, and will
\ brilliant goal line stand which
Bates led by one touchdown until be asked to show them again when
saw the Bobkittens' line hold within
an unusual play in the third quarter they surrender their $1.00 tickets at
their own six yard line for four conbrought the visitors to within one the gate.
secutive downs climaxed the hairpoint of the Kittens. Buster HarAll tickets bought under this arraising contest which left over 700
rington scooped up a blocked Bates rangement will provide the holder
ireathlcss spectators limp with expunt on the Garnet 27 and raced with reserved seats in the student
citement.
into the end zone to put the Blue
Bates' first score was set up by a and White back into the ball game. sction at the games, and may not be
exchanged or refunded after the origrfect sleeper pass from ChumThe game was marked by an un- inal purchase.
hook to Bob Reny which brought
ball down to the N. H. 7 yard usually large number of penalties
Tickets on this basis will be sold
ine early in the second period. Af- for upspor'.smanlike conduct. A only at the Bates Athletic Office at
ter successive penalties of five player from each team was ejected the stated times, and may not be puryards, one to each team had nulli- from the game for fighting in the chased at the game.
ied each other, Chumbook fired a final period when tempera flared
ligh pass to Don Smith who leaped high on both sides as a result of
:ito the air to make a sensational the heated competition.
catch and then fell into the end
.me for the touchdown.
Dob Bean ran his consecutive conOf interest to Bates fans, and in
ersion record to five, and placed
particular to those who sat in the
Up through Sunday, October 28, stands at Garcclon fticld last Satii9 team out in front, 7-0. with a
.i-rfect placekick which later proved Smith South was on top in the In- urday and heard a rapidly changtramural Touch Football league, ing score announced over the Pubo be the game winning point.
The invading Wildcats ran into a with a record of three victories and lic Address system, is the outcome
it of tough luck later in the same no defeats. Bardwell and Sampson- of the Bowdoin-Colby contest at
■eriod when, forced to kick from ville - Off-Campus, also undefeated, Brunswick.
heir own 13 vard line, the pass seem to have the best chance of
The game was a record breaker,
unseating South before the season
ends. Last year's champions, J.B., with 102 points scored by both
teams in Bowdoin's eventual 60-42
Courtesy
Quality
Service are currently in the league cellar,
victory.
But by far the most
the only team without a victory.
You've Tried the Rest,
startling fact of the game is that
The standings:
the lead changed hands eight times.
Now Try the Best I
W L T
Pet.
And all this in a game between
South
3 0 0
1.000 a Bowdoin club reported to be the
Bardwell
3 0
1
1000 best Adam Walsh has coached in
Off-Campus11 years, and a ColbjH team that
Sampsonville
2 0
1
1.000 was best known for its ability to
Original Italian Sandwich
Middle
3 2 0
.600 lie down and play dead.
268 Main St.
Tel. 2-9145
Roger Bill-Mitchell 10
0
.250
Nels Corey, the new football
Opp. St. Joseph's Church
North
1
4
0
.200
John Bertram
0 4 0
.000 coach up at Colby, apparently has
something, especially a back named
Floyd. The home team's public adDRY CLEANSING
dress announcer is rumored to have
stated before the game that BowSERVICE
doin was playing host to "some
other team." It turned out to be
some team after all.

By Don Sherman
The Bates freshman football team
look their biggest test of the season,
|a.t Friday and passed it with flycolors, shading the always
ng
i>tigh University of New Hampshire freshmen, 13-12.
With just four minutes to play
n the game. Bates' hopes of mainlining their slim one point lead
sunk to the depths when New
Hampshire's Marshall Litchfield Intercepted Bob Chumbook's pass on
lhe Wildcat 40 and ran 54 yards
before Chumbook finally brought
ifm down on the six with a spectacular game-saving tackle.

Gulp!

Intamural Standings

SAM'S

INCORPORATED

CLEANSERS A FURRIERS
Call and Delivery-

field raced off his own left tackle
for the first score of the game. The
Unleashing a strong air attack for extra point kick was good, and
the first time this season, the Maine led by a 7-0 count.
Yankee Conference Champions
from the University of Maine Bates Knots Score
fought their way to a well-earned
Bates came back promptly when
victory over Bates on Garcelon Chris Nast picked up another
Field last Saturday. A near-capacity Maine fumble, this time on the viscrowd of enthusiastic Homecomers itor's 39. Now Bates' passing attack
endured the cold to watch the Gar- took charge as sophomore Dick
net go down to its fifth defeat in Bergquist fired a pass to classmate
six games this year.
Don Hamilton at the Maine 12.
Bates fought the heavier and
better-manned Black Bears to a
near standstill through the first
half, but the general weight of manpower plus a few breaks in the penalty department helped the visitors
to pull away for the win.
Maine Scores First
Maine took the opening kick-off
and powered their way on the
ground toward the Bates goal with
Jack Butterfield, who was outstanding all day, and big Rd Bogdanovich doing most of the carrying. Inside their own six yard line, the
Garnet held stubbornly as quarterback Sturgeon sent four futile
power plays into the line. On
fourth down Chris Nast recovered
a Bogdanovich fumble, and the
Maine halfback was badly shaken
up. He had to be helped from the
field, and much of the Maine running power was gone for the rest
of the afternoon.

Cat Nips

Lewiston

HOWARD JOHNSON'S
Landmark For Hungry Americans
FULL COURSE MEALS

—

LIGHT LUNCHES

Serving Our Famous Ice Cream — 28 Flavors
Portland Rd., Auburn, Maine

For Your Cabin Or House Parties .. .

Tel. 4-7671

The loss, coupled with Bowdoin's
sensational 60-42 win over Colby
puts Bates in a tie with the Mules
for the Series cellar, Maine and
Bowdoin, the defending co-champions tied for the lead.
The figures:

LEE'S VARIETY SHOP

Open Daily Year 'Round

The .Bobcats started another
drive in an effort to knot the countbefore half-time, but were stopped
by a questionable penalty called
when an injured man left the field
and #was replaced in excess of the
legitimate number of times out.

Maine kicked off to open the third
quarter and got a big break by recovering a fumble on the Bobcat
30. The flagging hopes of the somewhat partisan crowd perked up for
a moment when a Sturgeon pass
was intercepted, but the play was
nullified by another penalty, and a
moment later Sturgeon tossed to
Uncork Passing Attack
Whytock in the end zone to make
With both Bogdanovich and Gor- the score 19-7.
dic I'cndleton, the mainstays of its Penalty Hurts Bates
running attack, sidelined with inThe battered Bobcats made one
juries, Maine suddenly took to the
air in the early moments of the more valiant attempt to get back
second period. A Sturgeon toss to into the game when Bergquist unWhytock gave the Bears a first on corked a long aerial to Nate Boone
the Bates 45. From there Butter- near midfield. Boone, pursued by
two Maine men. raced all the way
to the Maine one before being
hauled down. But once again the
breaks were with Maine, and Bates
(Continued from page six)
lost 95 yards when the play was
gaining valuable experience for next called back and a five yard backyear on the varsitv. And Mr. Tony field in motion penalty and fifteen
Orlandella's roommate, Bob Bean
more for protesting too loud were
is as cool as a cucumber in kicking
slapped on.
'hose extra points. He's only missed
Maine picked up their last score
once thus far this season.
after another intercepted pass, whenA fine freshman team and a
Al Card, a converted tackle raced
nucleus of varsity players who
30 yards through a disheartened
will be back next year, make
Bates team. The extra point made
things a bit brighter in the footthe store 26-7, and the game ended
ball picture at Bates at the presa few minutes later.
ent and can help to pick up the
Bates played well despite several
spirits of the disheartened
mistakes and bad breaks, but the
Bates fans.
Bobcats just didn't have enough to
win it. They were not quite prepared for what Sturgeon threw at
them.

YE OLDE HOBBY SHOPPE
83. Lisbon St.

The visitors wasted no time in
returning to the medium that had
brought them their first score. Sturgeon with a passing accuracy that
had been kept under wraps all year
flipped one to Easton at the Bates
40 and then another to Whytock
who went the rest of the way to
give the Bears a 13-7 lead.

Bates started a drive of its own,
with Barrios, Berry and Raia doing
most of the running, but an attempted pass near midfield was intercepted, and Maine took over.
Neither team could get rolling immediately and the quarter ended
with no score.

Agent :
MURIEL PLAYS

Four plays later Bergquist repeated
with a flip to Charlie I'appas in the
end zone for Bates' only touchdown
of the afternoon. Richie Raia picked
up the extra point by dashing
around left end after a fake kick.
The score was tied, and Bates fans
got their best chance to cheer and
almost their last.

FRANKFURTS

HAMBURG PATTIES

and Rolls

and Rolls
ICE CREAM CUPS

LEMON BLEND
417 Main St., Lewiston

—

SODAS

MILK
Tel. 2-9077

Maine

Bates

14

14

Yards rushing

258

167

Yards passing

106

110

Passes attempted

11

20

Passes completed

7

6

Intercepted by

2

3

Penalties, yards

5

55

First downs

t
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Mitchell-Frye jStu-C
WVBC
(Continued from page two)
from page one)
In Chase Dance Haze dav rules are now posted. Other(Continued
persons on the business staff
Mitchell and Frye will promote this Saturday night the
first of a series of Chase Hall
dances sponsored by dormitories.
Music for the dance will be
recorded, and a "lavish" program of entertainment is promised by dance officials. The
first male-female combo ever
to appear on campus will be a
feature of the evening's program.
Admission is ten cents and
everyone is welcome.

Phi Beta Kappa
(Continued from page one)
burg, Va., in 1776, and is the oldest
Greek letter society in existence.
This year the Phi Beta Kappa organization on the Bates campus will
celebrate the society's 175th birthday by having a birthday tea lor
outstanding students sometime during the winter.
Election to Phi Beta Kappa is

station at 640 on the dial.

Classes Shortened On
November 3 And 11

The station will be located in
the radio room in Chase Hall.
Broadcasts will take place daily, except Sunday, from 9 p. m. to 11
Dean Rowe has announced J-.
p. m. The first regular two-hour Nov. 10 will not be a school ii0]j
broadcast will take place Saturday day. although classes will L
night from 10 p. m. to 12 p. m.
shortened for both the Colby a„
Bowdoin games.
Important Outside Connections
On Nov. 3, the classes will d
Outside affiliations include a
shortened 'ive minutes each, so :hj
daily news flash by telegram from
the fifth period will end at l!:j
the New York Times. The station
while classes will be ten minutJ
will have use of the teletype mashorter for the Nov. 10 games. :>.
chine at station WCOU for other
last period finishing at 11:25.
newscasts. The Mctro-GoldwynFaculty tickets for these gamtj
Nfayer Record Company will send
will be available at $2.50 each, whS
most of their new releases for perStudent tickets available only
manent use on the disc jockey
Bates, will be $1.00. These ma> bj
shows.
obtained from 9:30-11:30 a. m.. at
The station is sponsored by the
from 1:30-<»-30 p. m., at the Athl ;i|
students, who responded to a cash
office. Alumni gym.
appeal with $340 for operating exTickets for the Bowdoin gam
penses. The Bates extra-curricular
may be obtained from Oct. 29-,1|
activities committee gave their apwhile those for the Colby game at
proval for station operation.
available !">m Nov. 5-7.

The council unanimously accepted are Harriet Packard, Lois McWilthe rules as presented by Clyde 'iams, Jeancttc
Peters, Joanne
Swiszewski.
Fretheim, Thomas Woodman. EleaIt was brought to the council's nor Lovejoy, Sally Emery, Noel
attention that a blood bank will be Blake,
William
Laird,
Nancy
in Lewiston in the near future re- Howe, Elizabeth Townscnd, Caroquesting blood donors. The council lyn Dutton, Elizabeth Kcniston,
intends to post a notice publicizing Anne Sabo, Wayne Finegar. and
the date and location of the blood George Conklin.
bank.
Technical Set-Up
Charles Rucknani reported that
Robert Williams and William
the frosh elections will be held on
the following dales: nominations, Stevens have both been doing the
Nov. 12, a Monday, after chapel: technical sot-up work, but now have
elections proper, Nov. 19, also a as assistants Al Dingley, Robert
Monday, after chapel, as previously. Nelson. Richard Cutler, Roland
Marcotte, Stanley Patterson, Glen
l.indherg, David Taicott, Anthony
awarded to students who show
Kugeman, Clark Griffith. Riley
evidences of intellectual initiative
Burns, Ralph McLeon, Stephen
in student activities. The electing
Luckraft, Donald Giddings, and
committee is made up of all faculty
George Conklin.
members who belong to the society.
The president of the Phi Beta
WVBC (Voice of Bates College)
Kappa at Bates is Prof. Karl Wood- operates by wire carrier transmiscandidates have had less experienc
cock. Prof. Anders Myhrman is sion only on the Bates campus. A
but their performance in the pri
vice-president of the organization radio in any campus building, ex(Continued from page turee)
liminary try-outs, held Monilaj
ind Prof. Robert Berkelman is sec- cepting the infirmary due to tech- tournament at Boston University Oct.
22,
showed
consider.-! V
retarv-trcasurer.
nical difficulties, can tune in on the last year Some of the other squad promise.

Frosh Debating
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